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Unit 12 vocabulary workshop level c answers

Sadlier-Oxford Vocabulary Workshop Level C Unit 12 twenty-five multiple choice quiz question: speech part, synonyms, antonyms, definitions, and completion of sentences. This file contains a quiz, answer key and a list of words. Scantron ready! Created by Elaine R. Jones. Java games: Flashcards, matching, concentration and word search. Here are four ways to study vocabulary. AB abdicate to
dissuasive, reject give as a gift to provide accommodation possible to possess many, erratic corrosive to burn or eat from chemical causticbiting action, sarcastic crusade a strong move to advance the cause or idea of a crusade campaign, vigorously defaceto hurt or destroy the surface or apearance defaceto damage value, influence or effect defaceto down face , outtone embargoan order banning trade or
trade goods embargoed restraint or obstacle abdication resignation , formally resign from office or embargo duties to prohibit entry or exit from the port; prohibit trade with misreception or misreception in thinking of lightness or seriousness, especially about things that should be treated with respect levitybuoyancy, lightness in weight mendicantbeggar mendicant, depending on begging for vivid nausea, to get
sick with stomach nausea, to fill with disgust negateto nullify, deny, lead to anything pivotalvitally important, relevant recipient who receives receiving the call; able or willing to receive rusean actions designed to confuse or mislead, teemto trick to be filled with overcrowded teemto be present in large quantities tenethane opinions, faith, or principles considered to be true tractableeasily manged, easy to do
with tractableeasily forged, malleable ungainlyclumsy, uncomfortable; bulky voracioushaving huge appetite, greedy, hungry voracioussercesyively eager to resign, formally resign from office or duty; dissuad, reject Give as a gift; providing accommodation able to burn or eat as a result of chemical activities; biting sarcastic strong movement to the top cause or ideato campaign, vigorouslydeface to damage or
destroy the surface or appearance; to damage the value, effect or effect; cover, outbid order prohibits trade or movement of commercial goods; any restrictions or obstacles prohibiting entry or exit from the port; prohibit trade with a false notion of faith; a mistake in thinking about a lack of seriousness or zeal, especially with regard to things that should be treated with respect; buoyancy, lightness in the weight
of the begka depending on begging for life to get sick to the stomach; fill with disgust to nullify, deny, lead to anything substantially importaint, essential, who recievesreciving; able or willing to receive action aimed at misreassing or misleading, a trick to become filled to overflow; be present in large opinions, beliefs or principles considered to be true easily managed, easy to deal with; easily forged, forged,
clumsy, awkward; bulky with a huge appetite, greedy, hungry; exessively willing willing
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